A day on the farm and an evening in church launches the Bishop of St Albans’ Harvest Appeal 2018

‘Give peas a chance’
Church Farm, Ardeley, and the
Revd Louise Collins and Junior
Church of St Michael and All
Angels Church, Borehamwood,
hosted the 2018 Bishop’s
Harvest Appeal launch.

The Appeal, called ‘Give Peas a
Chance,’ is working with appeal
partner Christian Aid to
improve farming and the lives
of farming communities in
Malawi, through the growing of
the hardy pigeon pea.

On the warm and sunny afternoon of Wednesday 9th May, children from St Lawrence Primary, Ardeley,
and St Nicholas CE Primary, Elstree, spent a couple of hours at Church Farm Ardeley and were
acquainted with what life on a farm in England can be like. The children planted peas and harvested
salad leaves (rainbow chard), and also took a trailer-tour around the farm.
During the tour of the farm, they had an opportunity to appreciate the varieties of vegetables and fruit
grown , and also saw the free range animals and poultry. A feature of good practice at Church Farm is
the growing of crops, such as chard, which put nutrients back into the ground as they grow. This is
something they have in common with pigeon peas farmers Malawi although, as the visiting children
learnt, farming in Malawi is very different to the UK - Malawian farms are less mechanised, more labour
intensive and, of course, people have to work in difficult and rapidly changing weather conditions.
Following the farm visit, it was a swift drive south to St Michael and All Angels Church, Borehamwood.
The Junior Church of St Michael and All Angels had keenly supported this project in 2017—when it was
the main Appeal of Christian Aid. The children had planned a sleep-out to raise money for the project,
and they took pleasure in presenting a photo-board and shared their experiences with Bishop Alan.
On arrival at Borehamwood, there was an informal reception when guests were offered a light meal,
which used pigeon peas as a main ingredient in a couple of dishes. The Revd Louise Collins warmly
welcomed folk, then handed proceedings to Bishop Alan to present his 2018 Harvest Appeal, ‘Give peas
a chance’. To help appreciate the project first-hand, Bishop Alan made a phone call to a Christian Aid
worker in Malawi and asked what conditions there were actually like.
The evening also saw a few of the young guests ask a range of interesting questions of Bishop Alan—
perhaps in an endeavour to find out more about his work and hobbies!
‘Give peas a chance’ - at harvestappeal.org from 15th June 2018

